
DATA INNOVATION / 
DATA MODERNISATION
HeroPath DATA PLATFORM MVP

WHAT IS THE VALUE?

HOW DOES IT WORK?

To truly be data-driven, you need a cloud-powered, modern 
data platform that can ingest and transform your data, turning 
into meaningful insights with which you can easily engage. Our 
award-winning HeroPath platform offers all of these benefits, 
and more. HeroPath is a scalable and flexible, end-to-end, 
modern data platform, hosted on the Microsoft Azure cloud. 
Fuelled by best-in-class components, such as Databricks, 
Synapse, Data Lake, and Power BI, our platform helps you 
drive Data and AI solutions that allow organizations within any 
industry to innovate and grow.  

Lixar will provision all of the required services to demonstrate the functionality of a working data pipeline. 
Then, leveraging our HeroPath platform, we set up and manage a lightweight and elastic platform that can 
ingest up to 3 data sources, persist it in raw format, process and curate the ingested data, surface the data, 
and create a data visualisation. 

HeroPath was recently named winner of the 2020 Microsoft Data Platform IMPACT Award. The win 
celebrates the ways in which our HeroPath platform is helping organizations across Canada accelerate their 
data journeys and highlights the platform’s ability to drive real data and real insights.

HeroPath enables you to:

DELIVERABLES

A single centralized hub for up 
to three sources of data within 
your organization

Tools for compute-intensive 
data transformations and 
visualization

A pipeline to get production-
grade analytics

Users set up on storage and 
compute workspaces ready to 
take your data strategy to the 
next level 
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Fuelled by

 | Store all data in a single hub

 | Lower total cost of ownership

 | Scale as required, limitlessly

 | Gain insights faster with reliable, high-volume ingestion

 | Optimise and increase productivity 

 | Drive innovation to future-proof your organisation

Contact Data@Lixar.com



DATA INNOVATION / 
DATA MODERNISATION
DATA PLATFORM MVP Fuelled by

Start Your Journey Today!

Fuelled by8 WEEKS
DURATION

50$ K
PRICE

Contact Data@Lixar.com

 Visit for more info
https://lixar.com/offerings/ 


